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EIGENVALUES AND

DIOPHANTlNE APPROXIMATION

GEON Ho CHOE

Put IIxll = dist(x, Z) for real x, wherer Z is the set of integers. Let
a be an irrational number and b any real number. H. Kesten [3] proved
that the sum

~ IInbll2

~ n211nall2

is finite if and only if b = k a (mod 1) for some integer k. This is
equivalent to the convergence of the series

since there exist two positive constants A, B satisfying

Later K. Peterson [4] found a simple proof using Hilbert space meth
ods. And H. Helson [1],[2] obtained the same result while studying the
properties of cocycles defined on the unit circle. In this article, by fur
ther exploiting the idea in K. Peterson's paper [5], it is shown that in
two dimensional case there is a similar Diophantine approximations of
irrational numbers.

We identify the 2-torus T2 which is a compact abelian group with
[0, 1) x [0, 1) where [0, 1) is the half-open unit interval in the real line.
Choose two irrational numbers It, (3 E [0,1) such that 1, It, {3 are lin
early independent over the field of rational numbers. For real number
x, let {x} denote the fractional part of x. Let r be the subgroup of T 2

generated by 10 = (It, (3) E T2.
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A real valued function v on r x T 2 is called an additive coboundary if

v(" g) = w(g + "() - w(g)

for some real valued measurable function w where "( Er, 9 E T 2 • And
if w is square-integrable, then v is called an L2 - coboundary. Note that
the relation

v ("(0 , g) = w(g + '0) - w(g)

defines a coboundary v uniquely, and v satisfies v(n"(o, g) = w(g+n"(o)
w(g).

Choose 6, f E (0,1) and put E = {(x,y): 0:5 x < 6,0:5 y < f} C T 2
•

Consider the function v = XE - 6 . f where XE is the characteristic
function of E. We will see that v is not an L2-coboundary for some 6,
f. We expand v(x, y) into its Fourier series:

00 00

vex, y) = L L amn e2'l"i(mz+ny)

-00 -00

where

amn = - _1_ . _1_(e-2'l"im6 _ 1)(e-2'l"int _ 1), mn =1= 0,
(211")2 mn

if 1 (-2'l"im6 1)amo = --2 . - e -,
11" m

m =1= 0,

i6 1 (-2'l"int )
aO n = - - . - e - 1 ,

211" n
n =1= 0, and

aoo = 0.

Suppose that there exists a square-integrable functionw on T 2 such
that vex, y) = w(x + o!, Y + fJ) - w(x, y), that is, v is an L2-cohoundary.
Now let

00 00

w(x,y) = L L bmne2'l"i(mz+n y )

m=-oon=-oo
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be the formal Fourier expansion of w. Then amn = (e2 'll'i(ma+nP) -1 )bmn•

So the necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of such a
square-integrable function w is the convergence of the following three
sums:

le-211'inE _ 11 2

L n2le-211"inP -112'
n=FO

By Kesten's theorem, the second and the third sums are finite if and
only if /i == ka, € == £13 (mod 1) for some integers k, f. Now suppose that
the first sum is also finite. That is,

Put q = e2'll'iw. Then we get q{x + a, Y + 13) = e2'll'iv(x,Y)q{x, y) 
e211"i(-6E)q{x,y) = e211"i(-{ko}{lP})q{x,y). Now we define a unitary op-
erator U on L2{T) by (U f){x, y) = f{x +a, Y + 13). Then the eigen
values of U are of the form e211'i(mo+nP) where m, n are integers. Since
Uq = e211'i{ko}{lPlq, we have {ka}{RfJ} == mIa + nIfJ (mod 1) for some
m}, nI. Hence ka· RfJ == ma + nfJ (mod 1) for some m, n.

By summarizing the previous results, we can answer the question
raised by K. Peterson [5].

PROPOSITION 1. Let E = {(x,y) : 0 ~ x <" 0 ~ Y < /i} C T 2
•

Then we have the following:
(i) The function XE - , . /i is not an L2-coboundary with possible

exceptions when" /i are integral multiples ofa, 13 (mod 1), respectively.
(ii) Suppose, == ka, /i == Rj3 and kRafJ ~ ma + nfJ (mod 1) for

some integers k, R, kf =1= O. Then the functions XE - , . /i is not an
L2-coboundary.
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(Ui) IfSa,p(k, f) < 00, then kfOl(3 E Z . a + Z . (3 + Z.

COROLLARY. IfOl(3 is a rational number, then Sa,p(l, 1) = 00.

Proof. Let r = Ol(3. Then 0 < r < 1 and r = ma + n(3 + l for some
integers m, n, f. Hence the linear independence of the three numbers 1,
a, f3 implies that r = l, which is a contradiction.

PROPOSITION 2. Suppose Sa,P(k, f) is finite for some k =f:. 0, f =f:. O. H
one of a, f3 is an algebraic number, then the other is also algebraic and
deg(a) = deg(f3) > 2.

Proof. Let Q(a) denote the smallest extension field of Q containing
an irrational number a. Since kfOl(3 =mOl + n(3 (mod 1), Ol(kf(3 - m) =
n(3 +p, a = (n(3 +p)j(kf(3 - rn) for some integers rn, n and p. Hence
a belongs to Q«(3). Similarly, (3 belongs to Q(a), too. Hence Q(a) =
Q(.8), and a and (3 have the same algebraic degree. Now suppose that
deg(a) = deg«(3) = 2. Since Q(a) has dimension 2 over the field Q and
since 1, a, (3 are all in Q(Ol), they are linearly dependent over Q, which
is a contradiction.
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